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FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL: HOW SUPPLY CHAINS ARE CHANGING
More inventory

Limited floorspace

Local production

Stronger rental growth
A retreat from global supply chains is
underway as businesses seek to maintain
greater local inventory and production
capacity. As global logistics networks
are strained, businesses cannot yet fully
enact their re-organisational plans despite
a strong desire to do so. This implies
momentum has yet to build and will only
accelerate.
More local inventory and production
means more physical space required. With
logistics and industrial/light industrial
floorspace supply already at record lows
across Australia, intensifying occupier
demand will create even stronger rental
impetus.

One of the most immediate and lasting impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic has been
supply chain disruption. Erratic swings in demand – toilet rolls and computer monitors
one minute, bicycles the next – were exacerbated by logistics interruptions ranging from
congested ports and the Suez Canal blockage, labour shortages across the transportation
industry and bans on certain exports deemed to be of national importance.
The extent of the disruption reflects the international nature of supply chains which
first emerged in the 1980s enabled by new technology and globalisation.
A ‘Just-In-Time’ (JIT) supply chain philosophy in which decisions on where to source,
manufacture and store stock are made purely on a financial basis has become
standard practice. Goods and components are shipped on demand just before they are
needed to minimise storage costs and optimise working capital. Production facilities
are located in emerging economies with lower labour and operational costs.
The downside of JIT networks is that they rely on stability and do not cope well with
sudden, unexpected change. Rapid demand fluctuations, shipping backlogs or border
issues erode their functionality and undermine the ability of businesses to fulfil orders.
Reliably mitigating disruption means prioritising resilience over cost, with higher
volumes of inventory being stored and production being undertaken locally where it
can be better guaranteed. This is the ‘Just-In-Case’ (JIC) approach, the benefits of
which have been viscerally demonstrated by the pandemic and, as a result, a mass
pivot towards it is underway.

$

Just-In-Time (JIT)

Just-In-Case (JIC)

• Cost determines inventory and
production location.

• Risk mitigation deteriminesinventory
and production.

• Goods and components are shipped
on demand to minimise storage costs.

• High volumes of goods and components
are stored locally to ensure supply

• Production is located where it is
	cheapest.

• Production is located where it is most
reliable.
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A global survey of senior supply-chain executives by McKinsey,
a management consultancy, in Q2 2020 found that 93% planned
to make physical changes to their supply chains to ingrain
flexibility, agility and resilience in response to the pandemic1.
Multiple initiatives were planned including diversification of raw
material sourcing, increasing critical inventory and nearshoring
production and suppliers.
A survey of global CEOs by KPMG, a professional services firm,
in Q3 2021 established that ‘supply chain risk’ was jointly ranked
as the top threat to business growth alongside cyber security
and climate change risk 2. It was ranked second in 2020 reflecting
the growing awareness of, and concern with, supply chain risk.
There was a marked 10 percentage point increase in CEOs rating
this as the biggest threat. Supply chain adaptation is clearly at
the forefront of corporate agendas.

Figure 2: Drivers of supply chain adaptation
COVID-19
The risk of long, consolidated supply chains
and their inflexibility during periods of
dramatic change was vividly demonstrated
by COVID-19. Resilience is being sought to
mitigate against future pandemics and other
unforeseen disruptions like natural disasters
Climate Change
Greater frequency, severity and unpredictability
of extreme weather events threatens the
reliability of long supply chains

RISING RISK & UNCERTAINTY: WHY CHANGE IS OCCURING
Multiple factors are combining to foster rapid supply chain
adaptation. The pandemic brought urgency to the need for change,
ensuring that all businesses understand how fragile supply
chains are and the need to ingrain resilience. Global supply chain
pressure rose immediately and remains near a record high (Figure
1). This reduces business output, erodes profitability and adds to
inflation.

Sustainability
The move to net zero, the desire to lower
greenhouse gas emissions and ethical
concerns regarding labour conditions favour
localised supply chains and production

As with other structural changes though, the pandemic merely
accelerated a pre-existing trend rather than creating it. Supply
chains were becoming more localised and manufacturing activity
was already nearshoring, but the pace was much slower. The
ability for supply chains to adapt is being fuelled by a variety of
drivers (Figure 2).

Geopolitical uncertainty
Rising geopolitical risk related to conflicts
including the Ukraine invasion and trade wars
increases volatility, uncertainty and supply
chain risk

Ultimately the negative externalities of complex, lengthy supply
chains and consolidated production have risen as uncertainty
prevails and risk escalates. In parallel, the feasibility of
nearshoring production and localised supply chains back to
Australia has increased. The cost/resilience balance is swinging in
favour of the latter.

Technological development
Modern production processes are increasingly
utilising automation/robotics. This reduces the
need for unskilled labour and increases the
need for skilled technology-based workers.
This erodes the cost advantage of cheaper
labour in developing countries and increases
the appeal of developed countries

Figure 1: Supply Chain Pressure Index – Global
5

Retreat from globalisation
Rising nationalism/populism, a focus on selfsufficiency/self-reliance and national security
concerns over key production capabilities such
as semiconductors and pharmaceuticals are
spurring more localism
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Source: Liberty Street Economics, March 2022 Update
1 McKinsey, 23 November 2021, How COVID-19 is reshaping supply chains
2 KPMG, 1 September 2021, 2021 CEO Outlook
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Inflation
If businesses expect costs to rise due to higher
inflation, it increases the financial advantage
of acquiring and producing goods today for
later use
Source: Cromwell Property Group Q2 2022

NASCENT STAGE: ADAPTION IS ONLY JUST STARTING
The trend towards JIC is only starting to gather momentum.
Because supply chains remain heavily disrupted and are likely
to remain so for some time, it is difficult for companies to satisfy
existing demand, build inventory and relocate production
concurrently.
It takes time to recalibrate supply chains which have developed
over decades. It takes even longer to relocate production
facilities and increase output sufficiently to replace offshored
factories. However, it is far quicker to store greater inventory
than relocate factories.
The McKinsey survey was undertaken in Q2 2020 and Q2
2021. Analysis of the results clearly shows that whilst many
companies planned to reshore activity in Q2 2020, few had done
so a year later. By contrast, far more companies had increased
their inventory by Q2 2021 than the number of those that had
anticipated doing so in Q2 2020 (Figure 3).
Despite businesses increasing inventory, stock levels remain
depleted. ABS data on business inventories indicates these fell
significantly after March 2020 as the pandemic hit (Figure 4).
Whilst proportionally inventory levels have improved in 2021,
this reflects base effects given the severity of the reduction
experience in 2020. Australian inventory remains extremely
depleted by historical standards.

A Q4 2021 global survey of 125 senior level executives in the life
sciences, machinery/automotive and consumer durable goods
sectors by BCI Global, a supply chain consultancy, found that 85%
rated “shortage of components/commodities/raw materials” as
the biggest supply chain challenge today3.
Manufacturing suppliers’ delivery times are at a multi-year low
which prevents companies from building sufficient inventory
(Figure 5). It will be some time before these times shorten given
the extent of the backlog which will prevent significant inventory
increases in the immediate future.
Meaningful scale-up of reshored production capacity is unlikely
to be achievable until the medium term. Significant planning is
involved, given the dramatic reorientation of process and supply
chains that this involves as well as the high capital investment. That
is why there has been little evidence of nearshoring production to
date despite business indicating that they plan to do so.
Nearly 90% of McKinsey respondents stated that that they expect
to pursue some degree of regionalisation during the next three
years. This is corroborated by the BCI Global Survey which
established that 60% of respondents plan to reshore activity
within the next three years.
The implication of this analysis on the extent of supply
chain adaptation and manufacturing nearshoring is that this
recalibration is at a very early stage. It is only just starting to
gather speed and it is a trend with longevity.

Figure 3: Supply chain adaptation – planned and implemented actions
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Source: McKinsey survey of global supply-chain leaders (May 4-June 16, 2021, n = 71)
3 BCI Global, 16 February 2022, Global Reshoring & Footprint Strategy
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SIGNIFICANT FLOORSPACE DEMAND: OCCUPIER DEMAND
WILL ESCALATE
Greater inventory and reshored production requires physical
floorspace, and this greatly favours commercial real estate
operators. Occupier demand for logistics, warehousing and
industrial/light industrial stock will rise, compounding the
existing supply/demand imbalance in favour of landlords.

Production facilities typically rely on support from suppliers
and logistics subcontractors. As such, the emergence of new
reshored production facilities will stimulate broader occupier
demand in their surrounding localities. They are demand
catalysts.

A RISING TIDE LIFTS ALL BOATS: STRONGER RENTAL
GROWTH IS THE MOST LIKELY OUTCOME

In terms of specification, storage space requires little other
than volume. This may mean that demand is focused on more
affordable secondary logistics and warehousing space with
height. Transport connectivity is likely to be a locational driver.
Space near major transport nodes such as seaports, airports
and multi-modal terminals may be most desirable.

Analysis from a range of data sources and forward-looking
business survey indicators suggest that Australia is on the
cusp of experiencing a sustained build-up of inventory storage
and a transition towards reshored production. This will lead
to substantial and prolonged demand for additional logistics,
warehousing and industrial/light industrial space.

Demand emanating from reshored production facilities is
expected to be focused largely on industrial/light industrial
space. Whilst modern production has lower labour requirements
than in the past, access to skilled labour is still needed. This
suggests demand will be focused near cities or other clusters
offering ready access to specialist technical or manufacturing
labour.

A rising tide lifts all boats, even if demand is concentrated on
storage and focused on secondary stock and production demand
on light industrial/industrial, it will still limit choice and reduce
optionality for occupiers across all types of logistics and light
industrial space. This is likely to intensify competition for space,
exacerbate the existing supply shortfall and lead to stronger,
more protracted rental growth.

Figure 4: Inventory Change (y-o-y)

Figure 5: Suppliers’ delivery times - Australia
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DISCLAIMER
This note has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended to
constitute investment or financial advice. While every effort is made to provide
accurate and complete information, no warranty or representation is made that
the information contained in this note is free of errors or omissions or is suitable
for your intended use and circumstances. Subject to any terms implied by law that
cannot be excluded, no responsibility is accepted for any loss, damage, cost or
expense (whether direct or indirect) incurred as a result of any error, omission or
misrepresentation.
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Source: IHS Markit, 31 March 2022, Australian Manufacturing PMI
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